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Two stochastic chains (P,) and (PA) are called equivalent if the series 
Cn” 1 ICPn)ij - Kt)tjI is convergent for every i, j in the state space. In the 
finite-dimensional case, it is well-known that in the “forward” as well as in 
the “backward” case, two equivalent chains are either both convergent or 
both nonconvergent; when convergent, they have the same basis. For the 
definition of the basis in the finite and f.s.c. case, we refer the reader to [6]. 
Extension of the concept of the basis to the infinite-dimensional or the b.s.c. 
case is not immediate. We have considered this extension in Sections 1 and 
2. Regarding equivalence of chains, we have shown that there are infinite 
chains, though equivalent, where one is convergent and the other one is not 
(Remark 3.8(c)). However, results that are expected of equivalent finite 
chains can be obtained for infinite chains under a uniformity condition (see 
Theorem 3.9). Also, results that are typical of equivalent chains can 
sometimes be obtained under conditions other than equivalence. This we 
show in Theorem 4.5. 
A substantial portion of the paper is devoted to establishing results of the 
type Czzl (P,Jij < co for i, j in different classes of states in the basis and 
generalization of such results. These are useful in understanding the general 
problem of classifying the states of a nonhomogeneous Markov chain; they 
also help us to assess quickly the asymptotic behavior of the matrix products 
by replacing the chain by a simpler equivalent chain. The main results here 
are Theorems3.3, 3.4, 3.6, 3.9, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. 
Throughout the paper, we have indicated differences and similarities in the 
“forward” and “backward” cases. The results have obvious implications in 
the study of general nonhomogeneous Markov chains. They also have 
applications in other apparently nonrelated areas such as the study of 
measures on semigroups; this will be taken up elsewhere. All our results are 
new. However, some of our results in the “forward” and finite-dimensional 
case can also be obtained using martingale convergence theorems and tail 
sigma-field considerations as followed in papers of Cohn. Our methods, 
however, are simpler and our results are best possible at least in the sense 
they have been presented. More importantly, our methods can be adapted, as 
we have shown in this paper, to the “backward” as well as the infinite- 
dimensional situation, and even to the case of infinite nonnegative matrices 
as is shown in Lemma 3.1. Detailed considerations of infinite nonnegative 
matrices and their products will be treated elsewhere.* 
*Note added in proo$ Finally, it should be pointed out that some of the results here 
including Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 were presented by the authors in the Proceedings of a 1981 
conference in Oberwolfach [lo]; later, Theorem 3.3 and other related results were tackled in 
[l] under tail-sigma field considerations. 
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1. BASIS OF A CONVERGENT FORWARD STOCHASTIC CHAIN 
Establishing the existence of a basis for infinite-dimensional convergent 
f.s.c. is not immediate. The reason is, of course, that the pointwise limit of a 
sequence of stochastic matrices need not be a stochastic matrix; also, in this 
case, the joint continuity of matrix multiplication is no longer true. To 
establish our basis, let us first present a few simple (but necessary) lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that (A,) and (B,) are two sequences of stochastic 
matrices converging pointwise to, respectively, the matrices A and B. Suppose 
that A is stochastic. Then B is substochastic, and the sequence (A,B,) 
converges pointwise to the matrix AB. Unless B is stochastic, the sequence 
(B,A,) need not converge to the limit BA. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is straightforward: We omit its proof. 
Let us illustrate the last assertion by the following example: Let A, = A V n, 
where each row of A is (l/2, l/2*,...); let B, be defined by 
(B,)ij=k for 1 <i,j<n; 
(1) 
= 1 for i = j > n. 
Then lim, -m B,=O,butB,A,=AVn. m 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that for each positive integer k 
lim P,,, = Qk (pointwise) 
n 
where each P, as well as each Qk is a stochastic matrix. Let Q be a limit 
point of the Qls with respect to pointwise convergence. Then for each k, we 
have 
QkQ’ = Q,c. 
ProoJ For k < n < m, P,,, = Pk,nPn,m. By 
Q,c =P,c,nQn- 
Using Lemma 1.1 again, (2) follows. I 
Lemma 1.1, 
(2) 
LEMMA 1.3. In Lemma 1.2 let k and t be such that (Q,Ji, > 0 for some i. 
Then we have 
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ProoJ The lemma follows immediately from the following equality that 
follows from (2): 
1 = f’ (Qk)ij = 5 F (Qdis Qb 
j=l j=l s=l 
= zl (Qdis . [ f! QL]* 1 
j=l 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Q’ be as in Lemma 1.2. Then the entries in the jth row 
of Q’ add up to 1, provided that the jth column of Q’ is not a zero column. 
ProojI Immediate from Lemma 1.3. fi 
LEMMA 1.5. Let Q’ be as in Lemma 1.2. Let 
T= {j: Q;=Ofor each i}; 
that is, T is the set of zero columns of Q’. Then the matrix (Q’)+, defined as 
the restriction of Ql to the complement of T, is a stochastic idempotent 
matrix with no zero columns. (By Lemma 1.3, the complement of T is 
nonempty.) 
ProoJ Note that because of Eq. (2), the ith column of each Qk, for i in 
T, is a zero column. Also, note that for j 6Y6 T and k 6?? T, we have 
so that for each positive integer p, 
<Q,>+ - (Q’)+ = <Qp>+. 
Now notice that for any given t & T, there is a Q, (for someR) such that the 
tth column of QP is not a zero column. It follows from (3), as in Lemma 1.3, 
that for each t G T, 
Then it follows from Eq. (3) and Lemma 1.1 that (Q’)+ is a stochastic idem- 
potent matrix. Finally, we show that this matrix has no zero columns. TO 
this end, let T’ be the set of zero columns of (Q’) +. Of course, T’ c T (the 
complement of 7). For j E T’ and for every i and k, 
since je T’. This means that Q;, = 0 for each i so that j(G T. This is a 
contradiction. I 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let the Qk’s be as in Lemma 1.2. Let Q’ and Q” be any two 
(pointwise) limit points of the Qk’s. Then, the sets 
{j: Q;j = 0 fir each i} and {j: Q$ = Ofor each i} 
are the same. If we denote these sets by T, then Q’ and Q”, when restricted 
to the complement of T, coincide. Each of these restrictions is a stochastic 
idempotent matrix with no zero columns. 
Proof: Notice that by Eq. (2), 
Q; = 0 for each i iff (Q,Jij = 0 for each i and k 
for any limit point Q’ of the Qk’s. This means that the “T’ set is the same 
for both Q’ and Q”. It follows from Eq. (3), Lemma 1.1, and Lemma 1.5 that 
when restricted to the complement of T, 
Q"Q' = Q" and Q’Q’l zz Q’. 
By using the structure theorem for stochastic idempotent matrices, it can be 
easily verified that Q’ = Q”, when restricted to T. I 
Because of Lemma 1.6, we can now define the basis of a convergent 
nonhomogeneous stochastic chain. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Suppose that (P,) is a convergent stochastic chain and 
that each Qk, where Qk = lim, P,,, (p oin wise limit), is stochastic. Let Q’ be t 
a (pointwise) limit point of the Qk’s and let 
T = {j: Q& = 0 for each i}. 
Then Q’, restricted to Tf, is a stochastic idempotent matrix with no zero 
columns. By the structure theorem for stochastic idempotent matrices (see 
[5]), there exists a partition {C,, C,,...} of T such that 
Qb=O for i, j in different C-classes; 
= Qb (> 0) for i, j, and k in the same C-class. 
The partition {T, C,, C,,...} remains the same for all limit points Q’ of the 
Qk’s. This will be called the basis of the convergent chain (P,) as well as the 
basis of Q’. 
Remark 1.8. The pointwise convergence considered above is certainly 
weaker than the usual norm convergence, where 
IIP-QII=sqP 5 lf’,-Qtjlv 
i=l 
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even when the pointwise limit is a stochastic matrix. For example, consider 
(P,) defined by 
(PJij = 1 - (l/n i’i) forj=i<n; 
= l/n”’ forj=i+ 1 <n+ 1; 
=l forj=i>n; 
=o otherwise. 
Then P, converges to the identity matrix I pointwise, but P, P I in norm as n 
tends to infinity. 
Remark 1.9. There are a number of interesting differences in the 
convergence behavior of forward and backward chains. Here we point out 
only one. Consider the chain (P,) defined by 
CpJij = O for j = 1, 2,..., nandalli> 1; 
= 1/2k for j = n + k and all i > 1. 
For n > k, define P,,, = P,P,-, . . . Pk+,. Then, P,,, = P, for all n > k. In 
this case, unlike the forward chain case, 
li? lim P,,, = 0. 
n 
2. BASIS OF A CONVERGENT BACKWARD STOCHASTIC CHAIN 
Here we consider the basis of a convergent b.s.c.. This case, as has been 
already pointed out in Remark 1.9, is somewhat different. The following 
example will clarify this even more. 
EXAMPLE. Consider infinite-dimensional stochastic matrices A and (B,) 
such that the first row of A is (1 0 0 . . . ), all other rows of A are (0 1 0 ..e), 
and every entry in the first n columns of B, is l/n. Then AB, = B, and 
B,B, = B, (for any m, n). Also, B,A = C,, where each row in C, is (l/n 
1 - I/n 0 .+.). Define the sequence (P,) such that for each positive integer k, 
p,, =A, PZk+ 1 = B,. 
Then P,P,-, a.. Pzk=Ck and P,P,-, ..-Pzk+,=Bk (for each n>2k+ 1). 
In this case then RZkel = Ck and R,, = B, so that one of the limit points of 
the Rk’s is stochastic whereas the other limit point is the zero matrix. Thus, 
the b.s.c. case is quite different from the f.s.c. case. [Here R, = lim,,, Pn,k.] 
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Now we present a number of basic results in the b.s.c. case. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that for each positive integer k, R, = lim,,, P,,, 
and each R, is stochastic. If R’ is a (pointwise) limit point of the Rk’s and R’ 
is stochastic, then for each positive integer k 
R’R,=R,. (4) 
If R” is another limit point of the Rk’s, then R’R” = R”. (RI’, of course, need 
not be stochastic.) 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 1.1 and the observation that 
for k < m, R,=R,P,,,. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A and B be two infinite-dimensional stochastic 
idempotent matrices such that the bases of A and B are respectively 
A: {T, C,, C,,...} and B: {T’, C;, C; ,... }. 
Then, AB = B and BA = A iff the following hold: 
(i) For each i (1 < i < oo), there exist j and k (1 <j, k < co) such that 
CicCjUT’ and C[cC,UT; 
(ii) A, = 0 = B, whenever i and j belong to two d@zrent C- 
components in the basis of A or in the basis of B; 
(iii) if iEC;(l<k<a) and t E T’, then Ai, > 0 *for each j, 
A, = A,, and B, = B,. A similar result also holds for B. 
Proof. First we assume that AB = B and BA = A. This means that A has 
two rows identical iff the corresponding two rows of B are also identical. 
Hence, if {a, b} c Ci, then the ath and bth rows of A (and therefore, also of 
B) must be identical. This means that there is a j such that {a, b} c Cj U T’. 
It is now clear that (i) holds. To establish (ii) and (iii), let {i, j} c CL. Then 
AB = B implies 
0 < B,= C A,,B, + ~ Ai,B,* 
EC; LET’ 
Since Bij= Bij * CIET, Ai, + Bij * C,,c; A, + B, . JJetCkvT, A, and since 
B, = B, for c E CL and B, < B, for t E T’, it follows easily that (ii) and 
(iii) hold. 
NOW we prove the converse part. Let us then assume (i), (ii), and (iii). It 
is enough to show that AB = B. Let t E T’. Then 
(AB), = C AijBj, = 0 = Bit. 
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Now let i E C;, and j E CL, (k, # k,). Then 
(AB)ij = C AitBtj + 2 Ai,B, = O 
teT’ SEC’ 
kz 
= B,. 
(by (ii) and (iii)) 
Finally, let {i, j) c CL,. Then 
=B,. C Ait+B,. C Ais=Bij.CAiS=B,. I 
IET’ SEC’ 
h 
s 
Now we consider a convergent b.s.c. where lim,,, P,,, = R, and all the 
limit points of the R;s are stochastic. By Lemma 2.1, these limit points then 
satisfy the equation R ‘R M = R N and, therefore, each such limit point is also 
idempotent. If, furthermore, none of them has a zero column, then they all 
have the same basis by Proposition 2.2. In case some of these limit points 
have zero columns, then we define the basis of the chain in the following 
manner. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A partition {S, , S, ,... } of the positive integers is called 
an S-basis of a b.s.c. when i and j are in the same S-class iff the ith and jth 
rows of any limit point of the Rk’s are identical. (Recall that whenever any 
two rows of such a limit point are identical, the corresponding two rows are 
also identical for all other limit points.) 
It is clear that any C-component in the basis of a limit point is completely 
contained in some S-class and, also, at most one such component can be 
contained by an S-class. We now present a nonobvious property of an S- 
basis. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let {S,, S, ,..., } b e an S-basis of a connvergent b.s.c. 
(P,), where R, = limn+co P,,, and each limit point of the Rk’s is stochastic. 
Let R’ and RN be two such limit points with bases respectively 
R’: {T, C,, C, ,... } and R”: {T’, C;, C; ,..., }. 
Then the following holds: Si c T=- Si c T’. 
Proof. Suppose that S, c T and Si d T’. Then, Sin Cj is nonempty for 
some j. But this means that Cj c Si c T. Let {a, b} c Cj . (If Cjl has only one 
element, then a = b.) Since R ” = R ‘R “, 
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so that 
This equation shows that there is a k E T’ such that Rik > 0 and also for 
this k, CbccjR{b = 1. Since a E C,! , it immediately follows from the structure 
of an idempotent stochastic matrix that the kth and a th rows of R ” are iden- 
tical. Since a E C,! c Si, k also must be in Si. Since Si c T, k E T. This is a 
contradiction since RLk > 0. The proposition now follows. 1 
We now make another useful definition. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let R, = lim,,, P,,,. Assume that the limit points of 
the Rk’s are all stochastic. A state i is called strongly recurrent for the 
convergent b.s.c. if Rii > 0 for each limit point R’ of the Rk’s. If this holds 
for at least one limit point, then i is called weakly recurrent. 
One of the main themes of this paper is to decide when results like X:=1 
(PJij < co hold for convergent stochastic chains. As will be shown in the 
next section, such a result holds for any f.s.c. whenever i andj belong to two 
different C-components in its basis (i.e. the basis of any limit point of the 
Qk’S, Qk = lim,,, Pk,J. The situation is again somewhat different in the 
b.s.c. case even for finite-dimensional chains. The following example 
illustrates this. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let (u,, v,, w,,x,,y,, z,J be a sequence of 6-tuples such 
that u, + v, + w, --+ 1 and x, + y,, + z, -+ 0 as n -+ co, all these entries are 
nonnegative, and JJ,,x,, = 2, y, = JJ ,,zn = co. Now consider the following 
stochastic matrices: 
0 a l-u 
0 a l-u zeros 
0 a l-u 
A= 
0 d l-d 
zeros 0 d l-d 
0 d l-d 
c 
% v, w, XII Y” Z” 
Oul-a00 0 
A,= 
Oul-a00 0 
en fn g, hn Pn ItI 
00 0 Odl-d 
00 0 0 d l-d 
B= 
3 B,= 
a 0 l-u 
a 0 l-u zeros 
a 0 l-u 
d0 l-d’ 
zeros d 0 l-d 
d0 l-d I 
UOl-a00 0‘ 
U” vn wn XII Yn zn 
UOl-a00 0 
00 0 dOl-d 
en L g, h, P, r, 
.OO 0 dOl-d 
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where the 6-tuples (e,, f,, g,, h,, pn, r,) have the same properties as the 
sequence (u”, vn, w,, x,, y,,, ZJ and 0 < a, d < 1. 
For all nonnegative integers n, let us define 
Pzn=A, Pz,,+,=B, P;,=An, and P;,,+,=B,. 
Then it can be verified easily that 
P,PA = P,, P,P,=P,, and lim Pl, P, = P, . n 
Now we consider the stochastic chain (L,) defined by 
&I = pn and L2+, = PA. 
After some easy computations, it follows that for every k, 
lim L,,, exists and = P,. 
n 
Notice that each P, is either A or B and, therefore, the limit points of the 
1); 
PL’s are only A and B with bases, respectively, 
A: T= { 1,4}, C, = {2,3}, C, = (56 
B:T={2,5),C,=(l,3),C,=(4,6 
The S-basis of this convergent backward chain (L,) is 
{S, = { 1,2,3}, S, = (49% 61). 
,L 
Clearly each of ( 1, 2, 4, 5) is weakly recurrent, and both 3 and 6 are 
strongly recurrent. It is evident that here for i weakly recurrent, 
g, (L,)ij = CO for each j. 
We now present our last result in this section. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let (P,) be a convergent b.s.c. such that lim,,, 
P,,, = R, and the limit points of the Rk’s are all stochastic. Let i be a 
strongly recurrent state such that i E S,, a member of the S-basis of the 
chain. Then lim n -100 Xj$S, Cpn)ij = O* 
ProoJ Since for m < n, P,,, P, = P,9,-, , we have 
CPn,m)ii . C tpm)ij G C (Pn,m-l)ij* 
i#S, h#S, 
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The proposition now follows from the observation that 
lim C (Rk)ij = 0 
k+m jpS, 
and lim inf(R,),, > 0. 
k-a, 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
First, we establish a basic inequality that will be crucial in the discussions 
to follow. We present the inequality in a general form. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (P,) be a sequence of infinite-dimensional nonnegative 
matrices. Let i, j, k, n,, n2, n be fixed positive integers such that 
k < n, < n2 < n. Suppose that the matrix products P,,, are all well-dej?ned 
for r < s. Then the following holds: 
- 1 (Pk,m)ii (‘m+ I>ij tPm+ l.m’)ji 
n,<m<m’<n~ 
(5) 
A similar inequality also holds for backward products. 
Proof. For each n - k - 1-tuple of positive integers (sl, s2,..., .vPk- 1), 
consider an element x(s,, s2 ,..., s,,-~-~ ) and let all such elements (distinct 
elements correspond to distinct tuples) form some set A. We define a discrete 
measure /3 on A such that 
p({x(s,, s2,“‘, s,-k-l >I> = (Pk+I)is, (Pk+Z)sIs2 **’ (pn)s,-k-lja 
For k < m < n, define the sets A,,, by 
A,,,= {x(s,,s2 ,..., s,-~-~)EA:s,-~=~ and ~,-~+,=j}. 
Notice that /?(A) = (Pk,n)(j and A 1 Uz=,, A,,, ; also, 
The inequality (5) now follows easily from this inequality. It is also clear 
that a similar inequality also holds for backward products and can be 
derived similarly. I 
683/16/1-l 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let f be a real-valued function on [0, CQ) and (a,,) be a 
sequence of nonnnegative reals such that lim,,, a,, = 0. Consider the 
following assertions: 
(i) CZcl a, < 00; 
(ii) given E > 0, there exists a positive integer N(E) such that for any 
positive integers n,, n, with n, > n, > N(e),f (v) < E, where v = Cz=., a,. 
Zf f (0) = 0 and f is upper semi-continuous, then (i) z- (ii). If f (u) > 0 for 
some positive u and f is lower semi-continuous, then (ii) =P (i). 
Proof: The first part of the lemma is obvious. For the second part, 
assume (ii) and suppose that Cz= r a,, = 00. Let 0 < E <f(u). Let N(E) be 
any positive integer. By lower semi-continuity off at u, there is a t > 0 such 
that 
u-t<x<u+t*f(x)>&. 
Choose rz, > N(E) such that a,, < t for n > n,. Let n, > n,. By our 
assumption, C,“=,, a, = co. Let n, be the smallest positive integer such that 
3 a, > u. 
ll=P#, 
Then it is clear that u < Cicn, a, < u + t. This means that f(v) > E if 
v=C::, a,. 
follows. b 
This contradicts the assumption of (ii). The lemma 
Now we present our first theorem which proves the conjecture in [5]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (P,) be a convergent f.s.c. with basis {T, C,, C, ,... }. 
Then tf i and j belong to two d@%erent C-components of the basis, the series 
CF=, (PJii must converge. 
Proof Let lim,,, P,,, = Qk. Let i and j belong to two different C- 
components of the basis. Then for any two limit points Q’ and Q” of the 
sequence (Q,J we have 
Q;=Q;=O, Q,i=Q;;>O and Q,ci = Q;; > 0. 
Notice that there exist d > 0 and positive integers k, and n(k) such that 
k > k, and n > n(k) S- (P&t > d, (Pk,& > d. Then given E > 0, there exist 
integers N(E) > k, and N(k) > n(k) such that (Pk,Jii < E whenever k > N(E) 
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and n > N(k). Now let k > N(E) and n > n, > n, > N(k). Then by (5) in 
Lemma 3.1, 
E>d2 * 2 Pm+I)ij- C (pm+l)ij(pm~+l)ij 
WI=“, n,<m<m’<n~ 
(6) 
Observe that lim,,, (PJij = 0. (This can be easily shown by a proof similar 
to that of Proposition 2.7.) Then the theorem follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.2 by takingf(v) = d2v - (l/2) v*. I 
A similar result holds for convergent b.s.c. Let us state such a result. We 
will omit its proof since the proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (P,) be a convergent b.s.c. such that for each positive 
integer k, lim,,, P,,, = R, and all (pointwise) limit points of the RL’s are 
stochastic. Let {S, , S, ,...} be the S-basis of the chain. Then for i and j not in 
the same S-class, such that i is strongly recurrent and j weakly recurrent, 
CEI tpn)ij < C0* 
Proof. The proof can be given as in Theorem 3.3 using the backward 
analog of (5), Proposition 2.7, and Lemma 3.2. I 
Though Theorem 3.3 is interesting, a stronger version of this result is 
desirable especially when there are an infinite number of C-classes in the 
basis of the convergent f.s.c.. We would like to have for i E C, (a C-class), 
(7) 
If we assume some kind of uniformity in convergence, then (7) is possible. 
That some condition is surely needed to obtain (7) follows from the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 3(a). Consider the following sequence of infinite-dimensional 
stochastic matrices given by 
(PA, = P”)22 = 1 - t; RA,n+* = Pn)*,n+* = f ; 
(PJii = 1 for 2 < i < n; (PJiI = (PJi2 = + for i > n. 
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Then we show that lim,,, P,,, = Qk and lim,,, Qk = Q, where the 
matrices Qk and Q are given by 
6) (Qdll= (Q&2 = (QA = (QJ22 = f; (Q/c)ii = 1 for 2 < i < k + 1; 
(QJil = (Qk)iz = 4 for i > k + 1. 
(ii) Q,, = Q,, = Qzl = Qz2 = 4; Q,, = 1 for i > 2. 
Before we prove the convergence of the chain, notice that the basis of the 
chain is here the basis of Q, which is 
{C, = { 1,2}, c, = {3}, c, = (4) ,... }. 
Note that here 1 E C,, but Cz!, CseC,+l (P,Jls = co, so that (7) does not 
hold. 
Now to prove its convergence, we first notice that for 2 < i ( k + 1, 
(P,Jii > (Pk+ I)ii . . . (PJii = 1 so that lim,,, (P,Jii = 1. Also, for n > k, 
i>2(buti#n+2),ands>2, 
Moreover. 
and 
(Pk,n+ A2 = (Pk,“h - (1-h) ++* vJk,nh,n+2 (10) 
Now (Pk,n)1,n+Z =Ci CPk,n-l)li tPn)i,n+2 = (l/n) * KPk,n-Al + V-L-A*1 
+ 0; also, 
~pk,n+l)ll - (Pk,n+l 12 - ) +-A) KPk,Jll - &A*1 (11) 
It follows from the above equations that 
lim (Pk,Jll = ! \ t  Pk,J12 = f- 
n-+m 
Similarly, for s > 2, lim,,, (Pk,n)k+s,l = limn.+oo(Pk,n)k+s,2 = $. 
We will now show that (7) is guaranteed by the following uniformity 
condition, which holds trivially for finite-dimensional matrices. 
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CONDITION (U). A convergent f.s.c. (P,) is said to satisfy condition (U), 
if for each j in each C-class in the basis 
(12) 
where, as usual, Q’ is a limit point of the Qk’s and Qk = lim,,, P,,,. 
Note that the chain in Example 3(a) does not satisfy (12). We are now 
ready to prove that (12) implies (7). First, a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (P,) be a convergent f.s.c. with basis {T, C,, C, ,... }. Let 
D, = U { Cj: j # s}. Then the following results hold: 
(a) Let i E C,. Then lim,,, J&D,VT (P,Jij = 0. 
(b) Suppose condition (U) holds. Then given E > 0, there exists a 
positive integer k(e) such that for n > k > k(e), Vd E D, 
ProoJ: (a) For i E C,, given E > 0, it is clear that there is a p > 0 and 
k(E) such that for k > k(E), 
(Qk)ii > P and C (Qdij < PC- 
jED,UT 
(13) 
Since P k,n-lPn = P,,, (for k < n - l), we also have 
Cpn)ij & jeFuT (Pk,n)ij’ (14) 
/ED,VT s 
Now the assertion in (a) follows immediately from (13) and (14) by taking n 
sufficiently large. 
(b) For k < n, Qk = P,,, Q,. Let i E C,. Then for any d E D,, 
(Q/c)di > jFc (Pk,n)dj (QJji- (15) 
s 
Notice that for any limit point Q’ of the Q.‘s, Qi, > 0 and Q& = 0. Choose 
any E such that 0 < E < Q;,. By (12), there exists k(e) such that for n > k > 
k(e), we have from (15), 
Part (b) of the lemma now follows. 1 
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THEOREM 3.6. For every convergent f.s.c., condition (U) implies (7), 
where {T, C,, C, ,... } is the basis of the chain. I 
Proof, Let i E C, and D, = (TV C,)“. Then using the same method as 
used in Lemma 3.1, we have for k < n, < n,‘< n: 
CPk,m)ii tp*+ Ilid CPm+ I,n)da 
l?l=ft, 
dsD, 
- n cmTm,Gs tPk,m)ii (Pm+I)id (Pm+l,m’)di 
’ d,d’cD, = 
X (Pm’+l)id’ (Pm’+l,n)d~a- 
It is now clear that there is a c > 0 such that given E > 0, there is a k(e) so 
that for any n,, n2 with k < n, < n2 and n sufficiently large, 
>c* if: (Pm+l)id’ [ c (‘m+l.n)da] 
lfl=n* (IED,UT 
deD, 
- c tPm+lhd (Pme+l)ld’* 
n,<m<rn’<n, 
d,d’eD, 
Now we use condition (U). By Lemma 3.5(b), we now have: given E > 0, 
there exists a positive integer N(E) such that for any rz2 > n, > N(E), 
mgn (pm+l)id-+ * [ 2 
dsD; 
?ll=ll, 
cPm+ Ilid] 2’ 
dsD, 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 (by taking a, = CdeD,(Pn+ I)id there so that 
lim n~oo a, = 0 by Lemma 3.5(a), and by choosing f(x) = (c/2) x - (l/2) x2 
that the inequality (7) holds. 1 
It is not clear how a result like Theorem 3.6 can be obtained for a 
convergent b.s.c. The main difficulty here lies in obtaining a suitable analog 
of Lemma 3.5(b). Under a different condition, we have the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (P,) be a convergent b.s.c. such that lim,,, 
P,,, = R, and lim,,, R, = R, where the Rk’s and R are all stochastic. Let 
the basis of R be {T, C,, C,,...}. Let C, be a C-class such that infj,cSRij > 0 
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for i E C,. Then, given E > 0, there is a positive integer k(c) such that for 
n>k>k(c),Vd&CC, 
ProoJ Let A,, = (PJt’, B, = (RJt’ and B = R”. Then for n > k, 
B, = A,,,B,. Let i E C, and d & C,. Then, 
Notice that hmk,, C,“l I(Rk>ia -RiaI =O and R,, = 0. Since infjec s 
Bji > 0, the proposition now follows easily. 1 
Now we present several important remarks and a few necessary examples. 
Remark 3.8. (a) In the finite-dimensional case, one important result for 
convergent chains where the “T’ set in its basis is empty is that each 
subchain obtained by normalizing the restriction of the original chain to any 
C-class in its basis is strongly ergodic. See Theorem 8 in [5]. This result is 
false in the infinite dimensional situation. This is illustrated by Example 3(a), 
where the restriction of P, to C,, after being normalized, is (i y). 
(b) Theorem 2 in [6] is false in the infinite-dimensional case. This is 
illustrated by the following example. Consider the chain (P,) where the first 
n rows of P, are (0, l/2, l/2* ,...) and the remaining rows are all (1, 0,O ,... ). 
Then it is easily verified that for each positive integer k, lim,,, P,,, = Q, 
where Q has identical rows and each row of Q is (0, l/2, l/2*,...). Notice 
that P,,, acutally converges as n -+ co to Q in the norm. The basis of the 
chain is, of course, {T = { 1 }, C = (2, 3 ,... } }. For i E C and j E T, the series 
Cp=i (P,Jij < co. But we cannot get a stochastic matrix by normalizing the 
restriction of P, to the C-class. 
(c) An important property for finite-dimensional stochastic chains is 
that two such chains, when equivalent, are either both convergent or both 
divergent, and in case of convergence, they have the same basis. This 
property fails to be true in the infinite-dimensional case. As an example, 
consider the chain (P,) defined as follows: For k > 1, let ak = 24’k-1); then if 
a,<n Cak+,, 
(Pjn -*)ij = 1/2’ if i = 0 andj = 1,2,3,...; 
= 1 - (l/27 if i =j = 1, 2,..., k; 
= 1 ifi=j=k+ l,k+2,...; 
= 1/2k ifj = n and i = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
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(PSn--I),/ = 1 if i =j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., k; 
=l ifj = n and i > k, 
and 
(P3Jij = 1 ifi=nandj=O; 
= 1 ifi=j#n. 
Here our state space is {0, 1, 2,...}. We write P; = P3n-ZP3n--1P3n. Let us 
first show that the stochastic chain (P;) is strongly ergodic. To that end, let 
u = (u@, u,, q,...) be any probability vector. We claim that for each positive 
integer m, 
lim UP;,, =x = (0, l/2, l/22 )... ). 
n-m 
(16) 
To prove (16), let us write u, = UP&,, for n > m (m fixed). Let k be such that 
ak<n ( ak+l. Then since u, = u, _ i PA, we have 
(uJj = 0 for j > k; 
= (u,-,),, - (l/2’) + (u~-~)~ . [ 1 - (1/2k)] for j = 1,2 ,..., k. 
Summing both sides of (uJj over j = 1,2,..., k, we see that (u,), = 1/2k. It 
then follows immediately that for ak < n < ak+ i and 1 <j < k, 
When n = ak+, and I <j < k, we have 
C"n)j-$= (' -A) [ 4"~A-;+ (p&T) J. (18) 
Also it can be verified easily that 
( ) 1:s o*+‘-ak<exp 1-s. 2”/. (19) 
Now it follows from (17), (18), and (19) that lim, -a, u, = X. This establishes 
our claim (16). 
Now we redefine P,, as simply the identity matrix. Write e = 
P 3n-2P3n--lZ. Then it easily follows from (19) that (P*,Jjj converges to 
zero as n+ 00, for large m. This means that the chain (e) cannot be 
convergent, since, as we have seen in Section 1, for j in a C-class, lim,,, 
(P~,,)jj > 0 for large m. 
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The above example establishes the following: Suppose we define the chains 
(S,) and (Sz) as 
s, = s: = P,,-, ifn=3m-2; 
=P 3m-1 ifn=3m- 1. 
s,, = p3m and s,*, = I. 
Then the two chains are clearly equivalent. But the chain (Sz) is not 
convergent, whereas the chain (S,) is convergent. (Notice that lim,,, 
P 3n-1=Iandx~(lim,,,P,,-,)=x,xasin(16). 
In the finite-dimensional case for a convergent chain (P,), when we 
replace (P,)ij, for each IZ, by zero for all I, j belonging to different C-classes 
in the basis of the chain, the resulting chain (after being normalized) remains 
convergent with the same basis as a consequence of equivalence. Though the 
property of finite equivalent chains does not extend to the infinite case as our 
example 3.8(c) shows, a similar result on convergence exists under condition 
(U) in the infinite case. Our next theorem illustrates this. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (P,) be a convergent chain with condition (U) (as 
described in (12)). Define for each n the nonnegative matrix P,” (not 
necessarily stochastic) by 
(C>ij = O if i, j belong to two different C- 
classes in the basis of the chain; 
= (P,& otherwise. 
Then for every positive integer k, P& = Pk*, 1 Pk*, 2 .-a e converges to some 
Q,* as n -+ co, and for every i, j, 
Furthermore, if C, is a C-class in the basis of (P,) and if A = TV C, U {a} 
is the state space of a new stochastic chain (I?,) such that a is an absorbing 
state and Bn 1 TVC, = pn 1 TVC,, then the chain (B,) is also convergent with 
basis {T, C,, {a}}. 
Proof: Let (X,) be the Markov chain induced by (P,). Now for any i, j, 
O G tp,*,n>*j G tPk,n)ij so that for j E T, lim, (P,*,,), = 0. Assume now that j 
belongs to some C-class C and let D = (CU 7)‘. Notice that for any i, we 
can write 
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(Pk,n)ij = Pi-(X, =j(X, = i) 
=Pr(X,=j,X,ED forsomes,k<s<n(X,=i) 
+ Pr(X,, =j, X, & D for each s with k < s < n IX, = i) 
= (‘k,n>~ + C Vk+l)is, (‘k+*)slst *‘* (Pn)sn-k-l.j’ 
where the first term represents the probability of transition from i to j 
through a state in D and the summation in the second term is over all 
s, , s2 ,**-9 s,-k- , in CU T. It follows that 
(i) for i E C U T, 
(ii) for I E D, Qrj = 0 so that 
Now it can be verified that 
n-1 
where 
(P,,& = P&X,,, E D, X, @ D for k < t < m IX, = i). 
Since Czzk+ i (P,,,&, < 1, given E > 0, there exists N such that 
(‘k,“):~ 5 (‘k,,,‘, - ;y.l (Pm.n)dj + E (for all n). 
m=k+l 
(20) 
(21) 
It follows by condition (U) that if k is sufficiently large, then there exists a 
positive integer n(k) such that for n > n(k), 
<pk,,>: < 2E* (22) 
From (20) and (22), and from Theorem 3.6, we now have 
Given E > 0, there exists k, such that for k > k, and n > n(k), 
(Pk,n)ij - <‘?,n>ij < E. The integers k, and n(k)% depend on i 
and j. 
The first part of the theorem will be proved once we show that for each k, 
lim, Pk*,* = Q: exists. To this end, notice that 
P&I - Pk*.n')ij = C (Pk*.m)*s Ip,*,n - pZ,n,lsj (23) 
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Given E > 0, there exists m, and N such that m > m, 3 
which means 
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(24) 
By the assertion following (18), there also exists m, >, m, such that for 
m > m, and n > n(m), we have 
tpm,*>sj - (ptZ.n)sj < E/2N (25) 
for s = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
From (23), (24), (25), and the fact that lim, P,,, exists, the convergence of 
P& as 12 -+ 0 follows. 
Now for the last part of the theorem, notice that as in (20), for i E C, u T 
andjE C,, 
Then by the same argument as before, the convergence of the chain (I?,) 
folIows. I 
Now we present another result similar to that of Theorem 3.6 using a 
condition different from condition (U). 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (P,) be a convergent f,s.c. with basis {T, C, , C, ,... }. 
Suppose that there is a t E T and some C, such that lim,,, inf Ciec, 
(Q,& > 0. Then for each i E C,, x7= 1 (Pn)it < co. If the “lim inf’ condition 
is strengthened by 
then for each i in C,, 
f C tPn)it < 03* 
n=1 2ET 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the fact that for any i in C,, lim,,, 
CIET (Pn)il = 0 and from an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.6. We omit the details. I 
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We remark that an analog of Theorem 3.10 can also be given for 
convergent b.s.c. However, a similar analog of Theorem 3.9 is not 
immediately clear; but it will not be difftcult to find out what type of results 
for b.s.c. are available along the lines of Theorem 3.9 since the general 
method is already available in the proof of this theorem. We will not discuss 
these things any further in this paper; instead, we go to the next section to 
present some interesting results concerning the basis of a finite-dimensional 
convergent f.s.c. or b.s.c. All these results are new. 
4. CONVERGENT STOCHASTIC CHAINS WITH A FINITE NUMBER OF STATES 
Let us first state an interesting result on convergent b.s.c. similar to 
Theorem 8 in [5] given for convergent f.s.c. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that lim,,, P,,, = R, and lim,,, R,= R, 
where (P,) is a convergent b.s.c. withflnite number of states. Suppose that R 
has the basis {T, C,, C, ,..., C,} and that for i 6 T and j E T, the series 
CF! 1 (P,)tj < co. For 1 Q i <p, let (P,(C,)) be a new stochastic chain 
obtained by considering the normalized restriction of the P,‘s to the C,-block. 
Then the b.s.c. (P,(C,)) is strongly ergodic. 
Proof. The proof is based on the concept of equivalence for finite chains. 
It uses Theorem 3.4 and is exactly the same as that of Theorem 8 in [5]. We 
omit the proof. I 
We now give an example showing that the assumption of convergence of 
Cz 1 (Pn)ij for i 6 T, j E T in Theorem 4.1 cannot be removed. 
EXAMPLE 4(a). Consider the stochastic chain (P,) given by 
pn-(:E Jzn ‘Y+j. 
Let us write L, = P,, P,,- , . Then Bernstein’s condition for weak ergodicity 
(see [9, p. 1051) is easily seen to hold for the chain (L,). It is also known 
that weak and strong ergodicity for backward products are equivalent. 
Examining a few products, it follows easily that (P,) is a convergent b.s.c. 
and lim,,, lim,,, P,,, is a matrix where each row is (0 l/2 l/2). The basis 
of the chain is {T = { 1 }, C = { 2, 3)). But notice that the backward chain 
(P,(C)) is not even convergent. 
In [6], a converse to Theorem 8 in [5], has been given. A similar converse 
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does not exist for backward products as can be verified easily by considering 
the chain (P,) 
where (a,) is a nonconvergent sequence of reals. Notice that there for n > k, 
P,,, = P,. However, a result in the same direction can be given as below. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (P,) be a given finite stochastic chain. Suppose that 
there is a partition {T, C,, C, ,..., C,} of the state space such that the 
following hold: 
0) C?=I Cpdij < cofor(jETandi&T)andforiandjintwo 
dlrerent C-classes in the given partition; 
(ii) for each i, 1 < i &p, the chain (P,(C,)) is strongly ergodic for 
backward products with no zero entry in lim, lim, PA,k, PA = P”(Ci). 
(iii) lim(P,)ij exists for i E T and any j and this limit is 0 for i E T, 
j E T. Then the b.s.c. (P,) is convergent with basis {T, C, ,..., C,}. 
Proof Because of (i), we can assume with no loss of generality using 
equivalence of chains that each P, is of the form 
T c, c2 
T 
I+- 
c, 0 0 
c, 0 0 
By condition (ii), it follows easily that for i 6? T, lim,,, (Pn,k)ij = (Rk)ij 
exists and also lim,,, (R,Jij exists. For i E T, j E T, 
CPn+ l,k)ij = C (‘n+ l>it CPn.k)tj 
IET 
and therefore, by (iii), lim,,, (pn,Jij = 0. Now for i E T and j in a C-class, 
we have 
tPn+hk iJ ) .= t;T (pn+l)iI CPn,k)tj + rTT CPn+l)ir (Pn,k)rj* 
The theorem now follows by condition (iii). fl 
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Before we go into more serious results, it is relevant to point out one more 
difference between forward and backward products. The forward products, 
we know, correspond to multi-step transition probabilities of some Markov 
chain. Also, a Markov chain (X,), when observed in reverse order, is a 
Markov chain and if L, is a stochastic matrix so that 
P(X,-, =jlX, = i) = (LJij 
whenever the left side is defined, then for n > k 
W-9 
P(X, =jlX, = i) = (LnJij 
whenever the left side is defined. So the question is: When does a given 
stochastic chain induce such a reversed Markov chain? The following result 
answers this. (Though it must be well-known, we have not succeeded in 
finding a reference for it. We only state it.) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (L,) be a stochastic chain. Then a necessary and 
suflcient condition for the existence of a Markov chain (X,) satisfying (26) 
is that there exists a sequence (z,) of probability vectors satisfying 
n n-1 = 7t,L, for 1 <It < 00. 
A simple example illustrating the above result is the following: Consider 
the chain (L,) such that 
L= [;I ;:::I? c, = a(1 - b,)/(l - a), 0 < b, < 1, a < i. 
Then (a, 1 - a) = 7~ satisfies IrL, = z for each n. 
Two of our results in the previous section were in proving the convergence 
of the series JJ,“, (PJii for convergent f.s.c. and b.s.c. when i and j are in 
two different C-classes of the basis. While such a result does not hold for i in 
a C-class and j in the T class in the general case, as can be seen easily by 
Example 4(a) in both the f.s.c. and b.s.c. cases, we will present below several 
interesting results in this direction. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (P,) be a convergentfs.c. with basis {T, C, ,..., C,}. 
Let t E T, c, E C, and c, E C,, Then we have 
nz, minV&~ (PnL,Il < 00. 
Proof Let Q, = lim,,, P,,, . Let k be the number of states and 
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Then N= U,“=, Nj. Suppose that j & Cr. For n, < n2 < n - 2, 
>P 
( 
ij {X”=j,Xm+l=f,Xm=C1}IXk=C1 
l?!=t2, 1 
m+lsNj 
Using (5), we then get 
tPk,m)c,c, (pm+l)clt tPm+ l,n)tj 
m=n, 
m+leNj 
x Cpm* + l)clt ('me + I,n)tj7 
where the second summation is over 
((m, m*): II, < m < m *<n,,m+lENj,m*+lENj}. 
Hence, proceeding as in (6), there exist d > 0 and a positive integer N(E) 
such that for any n, , n2 with N(E) < n, ( n, , 
Therefore, as in Theorem 3.3, since lim,,, (P,)+ = 0, it follows from 
Lemma 3.2 that 
m=l 
meN, 
Similarly, we also have 
< co (forj 6Z C,). 
Since C, n C, = 0, the theorem now follows. I 
We remark that a similar result can also be stated for b.s.c. We also 
remark that because of Theorem 4.4, the following is true: 
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Let (P,) be a convergent f.s.c. with basis {T, C, ,..., C,}. Define (P,*) as 
follows: 
(fT>,j = 0 if i, j belong to two different C-classes; 
=o if j E T, i E C, and (P& < (PJki for somek @ T U C, ; 
= tpn)ij otherwise. 
If we wish, we can also normalize the P,* to make them stochastic. In any 
case, by Theorems 3.3 and 4.4, the series 
is convergent. Therefore, the chain (P,*) is also convergent with the same 
basis. A similar remark also applies for b.s.c.. All these lead to another 
,f, IIP, -P,*Il 
interesting question: In Theorem 4.4, is the series C,“= 1 min{(P,),,,, (P&} 
convergent? An example in [ 61 immediately gives the answer in the negative. 
The situation in the b.s.c. case is the same, as will be evidenced by the 
example at the end of this section. However, a result similar to the above 
remark holds in this situation. This result is by no means obvious. We 
present it below. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (P,) be a convergent j2.c. with basis 
(T, C,, Cz,..., C,}. Let t E T, c, E C,, and c2 E C,. Let A = {n: (P&, > 
(PJlc,}. For n E A, deJne P,* such that 
tp,*>ij = tpn>ij if (i,j> f (6 cd; 
=o if (i, j) = (t, cJ. 
Let P,f = P, for n &A. We also assume that an additional absorbing state d 
has been introduced so that for n E A, P, and P,* look like 
t d 
t 0 
P,: 
Bl 
t d 
t RJW 
0 
P,*: 
0 
d 0 0 1 d 0 0 1 
Then, for each positive integer k, lim,,, P,& = Q$ exists. Moreover, for 
i 62 T, lim,,, (Qz)fj = lim,,, lim,,, (Pk,n)ij* 
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Proof. Clearly, for j # d and any i, 
tPZ,n)ij G CPk,n)ij’ (27) 
Therefore, 
lim (Pk*.Jii = 0 (forj E T and any i). (28) 
n+* 
We now claim the following: (29) 
Let (i, j) @ T x C,. Given E > 0, there exists a positive integer k, such that 
for each k > k,, there exists a positive integer n(k) such that n > n(k)* 
lKPk,n)ij - CpZ,n)ijl < ” 
To prove the claim, first notice that if for some i, (29) holds for all j # d, 
then it also holds for j = d. Now we consider the following cases: 
(i) (29) is immediate for i = d. 
(ii) Let i and j belong to two different C-classes. Then (29) follows 
from (27) since then lim,,, lim,,, (Pk,n)ij = 0. 
(iii) Let j E T. Then again (29) is immediate. 
(iv) Let j 6Z C, u T. Then 
where 
tPk,m& = p(xm = c,,X,#c,fork<s<mlX,=i). 
Since Czzk+ 1 (Pk,,& < 1 and lim,,, lim,,, (Pm,n)c2j = 0, (29) follows. 
(v) Let j E C, and i 66 C, U T. 
In this case, let us first define 
(p,,,);, = p((x,,-, 3 x,) = (h s)Y tx,- 12 x,> + (6 ‘> 
fork < n < mix, = i). 
Then for j # d, we have: 
(pk,m)ij - (pk*.m>ij < zA (Pk,n):c, tPn,m)c,j’ (30) 
k<n-l<n<m 
Also we have 
(Pk,n)ie, > x tpk,r):c, (‘r,n)c,c, 
reA.k<r<n 
683/16/1-E 
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so that by taking n to 00 we see that there is a 0 > 0 such that for k 
sufficiently large, 
reA,r>k 
Since i & C, U T, it follows that lim,,, (Qk)ic, = 0 and therefore 
Now (29) follows immediately from (30). This completes the proof of our 
claim (29). The proof of the theorem will now be complete once we establish 
the convergence of Pc,n. To this end, we observe that for any i, j, and 
kcr<ncm, 
+ s T T  ltpr,n)sj - (pr.m>sjl + s T T  IKpr,m)sj - (pZm)sjl * 
It follows that for each k, the sequence (PtJij is Cauchy. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 1 
We remark that one can also state and prove a result similar to the above 
for b.s.c.‘s. Now we will present the last two results in this paper. We will 
assume the following condition in our first result: 
for some t E T, for each limit point Q’ of the Qk’s, where Qk = lim,,, P,,, 
and (P,) is a convergent f.s.c. with basis (T, C, ,..., C,}. 
It may be helpful to remark that the condition (31) is weaker than the 
condition C,” 1 (P,Jsj < 00 for each s E T and each j E C, . This is because 
under the latter condition, due to equivalence, we can assume with no loss of 
generality that (PJij = 0 whenever i E T and j E C, or i, j belong to two 
different C-classes. Then, in the products Pk., the entries in the TX C, 
position are all zero, so that the sum in (31) is then zero for each s in T. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Consider a convergent f.s.c. (P,) with basis {T, C,, 
c 2 ,..., C,}. Suppose that (3 1) holds for some t E T. Then for each j in C,, we 
have: CTzI (PJj, < co. If (31) holds for each t in T, then the f.s.c. (P,(C,)) 
is strongly ergodic. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. The inequality to use 
in this case is the following: For j E C, and s & C,, 
so that summing the terms on both sides over all s @ C,, we have: 
where u is the number of states of the chain. 
The rest of the proof now follows as in Theorem 3.3. 1 
We now present the backward analog of Theorem 4.6. We will omit its 
proof. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (P,) be a convergent b.s.c. with R, = lim,,, P,,, 
and S-basis as {S, , S, ,..., S,}. Choose any Si in this basis and let t be a 
state not in this Si. Suppose that C.ESi R; < 1 for each limit point R’ of the 
R,‘s. Then ifs is a strongly recurrent state (if there is any) in St, it follows 
that C,“, (P,),, < 0~). Thus, if lim,,, R, exists, a result similar to the last 
part of Theorem 4.6 also holds for the backward chain. 
It is relevant to point out that unless the Rk’s converge in Theorem 4.7, the 
convergent b.s.c. may not have any strongly recurrent state. For example, 
consider the chain where the matrices are alternately ( : i ) and ( i : ). 
We now end this section with the following example. For this example, the 
f.s.c. and the b.s.c. are both convergent and have the same basis. This 
example shows that in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7, the conditions assumed for the 
limit points Q’ and R’ cannot be removed. The f.s.c. case of this example 
appeared earlier in [6]. Since the proof of convergence in the b.s.c. case is 
quite different, we present it below. 
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EXAMPLE 4(b). Let 0 < a, < 1 and 
0 a, l-a, 
P,= 0 1 0 . 
%I 0 l-a, 
If CzE1 a, < co, then clearly (P,) is a convergent b.s.c. and lim,,, lim,,, 
P&k is 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 . 
0 0 1 
Suppose now that CF=, a, = co. Let a,, + 0 as n -+ co. Then we claim that 
the b.s.c. (P,) is convergent; in particular, the b.s.c. is strongly ergodic if 
CL anant 1 = 00. Otherwise, it has basis {7’= {l}, C, = {2}, C, = 13)). 
Proof of the claim. Write 
a n,k b cn,k n.k 
Pn,k= 0 1 0 . 
d n,k en,k f&k 
Computing the product P, + lP,,k = P,, I,k, we have 
(9 a n+l,k = dn,k(l - %+I) 
(ii) d,t,,k=a,t,a,,,+d,,k(l -%th 
(iii) bntl,k=~n+l + (1 -untl)en,k 
(iv) %tl,k=%tlbn,k+ (l-antl)en,km 
From (i) and (ii), 
a <d <a ntl,k\ ntl,k\ n+l n.k d +dn,,(l -%+I) 
This means that lim,,, d,,, exists. Also, from (iii) and (iv), we have: 
b ntl,k>en+l,k; 
e ntI,k>%+len,k+ (l-antl)en,k=en,k- 
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Thus, lim,,, en,k exists. It follows easily that lim,,, P,,, exists. Since 
a, + 0, each limit point of the RL’s, R, = lim,,, Pn,k, is of the form 
0 b c 
0 10. 
0 b c 
Since this limit point must be idempotent, c = c2 so that c = 0 or 1. In the 
ergodic case, b must be 1 and c = 0; otherwise, b = 0 and c = 1. In the case 
when ,YJF=, anan+,= co, by direct computations it can be verified that 
Bernstein’s condition holds for the chain (Pn+ , P,) and therefore the b.s.c. is 
weakly (and therefore strongly, being a b.s.c.) ergodic. Now consider the 
case when C,“=, a, a, + , < 00. Notice that from (iii) and (iv) we have: 
en+ 1.k = %+lbn + (l -an)en-l,kl + t1 -%+,)e,,k 
Ona,,, + t1 -anan+l) en,k (since e n- 1.k < en,k)- 
Thus, e n+ l,k < Cy:‘=‘:+ I ~,a,+ I and therefore lim,,, lim,,, en,k = 0. The 
claim is now justified. 1 
5. APPLICATIONS 
It is always relevant to point out applications. As we already mentioned, 
our results can be applied to obtain significant results on measures on 
semigroups. Instead of taking up these applications, let us point out a few 
applications in the mainstream of probability in the context of classification 
of states for nonhomogeneous Markov chains (both discrete and continuous 
time). We will present only two theorems (omitting their proofs which follow 
rather easily from results in this paper, especially Theorem 3.3). In what 
follows, we consider a finite state space only in Proposition 5.1. 
Let E = { 1, 2,..., s} be the state space and i,j be in E. We say i-j iff there 
exist j, , j, ,..., j, in E with j, = i and j, = j such that for each k, 1 < k < n, 
CZ= 1 tPm)jkjk+, = 00. We say that i is essential iff i -+ j +- j+ i; otherwise, i 
will be called nonessential. Note that in the subset F = {i: i c) i}, the 
relation cs is an equivalence relation. If i 6G F, i is obviously nonessential. In 
each equivalence class of F (note that F is always nonempty), either all 
states are essential, or none is (It turns out that for convergent chains and 
even for more general chains with a basis, the nonessential states are 
precisely the transient or nonrecurrent states iff Czzp=, (P,Jji < 03 for j 6Z T 
and i E T, where T is the “T’ class of the basis of the chain.) We also have 
the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (P,) be a convergent chain with basis 
{T9 Cl, G,..., cp,. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) Each C-class is an essential class; the T class is a non-essential 
class. Moreover, the classes can be identified in the following manner: for 
l<i<p,Ci={kEE:j-+k}foreachjECi. 
(b) 2,” 1 (P,)j, < co for each j 6Z T and t E T. 
It follows from Proposition 5.1 that the basis of the chain can be deter- 
mined without computing the products P,,, once we come up with a simple 
mechanism to determine the T states. Several theorems in this regard are 
given along with Proposition 5.1 in [ 81. 
Our second application uncovers an interesting structure of a continuous 
parameter nonhomogeneous Markov chain with countable states and 
separately continuous transition probability P(s, t) such that 
(i) P(s, u) P(u, t) = P(s, t), s < 24 < t; 
(ii) lim, +t P(s, t) = I (the identity matrix). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let t, < t, + 1 -+ t as n + CO. Then for i #j, 
zl Pij(tnT ttz+l) < 03* 
Also if s, < s,-, + s as n -+ co, then for i fj, 
If lim,+, Pij(s, t) = 0 uniformly in all i (different from j, for each j), then for 
t, -c tit+, + t, we have: for each i, 
The proof follows immediately from Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6. 
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